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ABSTRACT

Data from the Long-Range Lightning Detection Network (LLDN), the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) satellite, and reconnaissance aircraft are used to analyze the morphology of lightning
outbreaks in the eyewalls of Hurricanes Rita and Katrina, two of the strongest storms in the Atlantic
hurricane record. Each hurricane produced eyewall lightning outbreaks during the period of most rapid
intensification, during eyewall replacement cycles, and during the time period that encompassed the maxi-
mum intensity for each storm.

Within the effective range of the aircraft radar, maxima in eyewall strike density were collocated with
maxima in radar reflectivity. High lightning strike rates were also consistently associated with TRMM low
brightness temperatures and large precipitation ice concentration (PIC) values. The strike density ratio
between the eyewall region and the outer rainband region was 6:1 for Hurricane Rita and 1:1 for Hurricane
Katrina. This result is in contrast to those of previous remote lightning studies, which found that outer
rainbands dominated the lightning distribution. The differences are shown to be at least in part the result
of the more limited range of the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) data used in the earlier
studies. Finally, implications of the results for the use of LLDN lightning data to remotely examine changes
in hurricane intensity and structural evolution are discussed.

1. Introduction

It has been shown that the convective structure of the
eyewall of a mature hurricane can provide valuable in-
formation about changes in storm intensity (Jorgensen
1984; Black and Hallett 1986; Black et al. 1994; Marks
1985; Heymsfield et al. 2001). Marks (1985) showed
that intensification of a hurricane could be represented
by a contraction of the eyewall, as well as by an increase
in the strength of the convection within the eyewall.
Black et al. (1994) also document a strengthening and
deepening of the convection contained within the eye-
wall of Hurricane Emily (1987) as the hurricane inten-
sified. Heymsfield et al. (2001) showed that the devel-

opment of individual mesoscale convective systems
contained within the eyewall of a mature hurricane
could accompany significant intensity changes. Thus, it
is of general interest to hurricane forecasters and re-
searchers to develop methods that allow a continuous
examination of the structural evolution of the eyewall
within hurricanes.

The lightning strike rates produced by a convective
system are positively correlated with the convective
strength of that system (Orville and Vonnegut 1974;
Orville et al. 1983; Williams et al. 1992). Orville and
Vonnegut (1974) examined scanned photographs of
lightning flashes, provided by Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites, which included
both intracloud lightning flashes and cloud-to-ground
strikes, in order to derive the lightning flash frequencies
of specific convective systems. Orville et al. (1983) and
Williams et al. (1992) both used a network of direction-
finding sensors that detected cloud-to-ground lightning
strikes produced by convective systems. Williams et al.
(1992) also analyzed the individual convective systems
using vertical reflectivity profiles provided by a ground-
based radar, concluding that as convective systems be-
come more vigorous, their cloud-to-ground strike rates
increase. The results of these various studies suggest
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that it is possible to infer information about the devel-
opment and evolution of a convective system by ob-
serving its lightning strike morphology. It should be
noted that the dynamics of a mature hurricane eyewall
will differ from that of isolated convective storms.

Molinari et al. (1994, 1999) investigated lightning in
hurricanes through the use of remote cloud-to-ground
lightning detection data collected by the National
Lightning Detection Network (NLDN). Their studies
looked for links between eyewall structure, inferred
from the remote lightning data, and changes in storm
intensity. Molinari et al. (1999, hereafter MMI) used
NLDN lightning data to examine the hourly lightning
evolution in nine Atlantic hurricanes, three of which
were previously studied by Lyons and Keen (1994).
They concluded that mature tropical cyclones (TC)
could be divided into three regions with respect to the
density of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes (i.e., the
number of measured strikes per unit area per time).
Segmenting each storm into 20-km radial bins, MMI
found that the greatest strike density was contained in
the outer rainband region, outward of �140 km from
the storm center. A secondary maximum was located in
the eyewall region, 0–60 km from the storm center,
which was approximately 2–6 times less than that ob-
served in the outer rainband region. A minimum in
strike density was found in the inner rainband region,
�80–100 km outward from the eyewall maximum.
These three regions, defined by lightning strike density
in MMI, are comparable with the three convective re-
gions of a mature TC described by Jorgensen (1984); in
particular, (i) the eyewall region, an area of outward-
sloped convection that surrounds the eye and contains
moderate vertical velocities (approximately 4–6 m s�1);
(ii) the stratiform region, which is located just outward
of the eyewall and contains little active convection and
weak vertical velocities; and (iii) the rainband region,
which is characterized by the variable nature of the
reflectivity and vertical velocity profiles.

In a study of 35 Atlantic basin tropical cyclones from
1985–99, Corbosiero and Molinari (2002) and Cor-
bosiero (2003) found that �90% of the NLDN-
detected flashes in the storm core (defined as the inner
100 km) occurred downshear when the magnitude of
the 850–200-hPa vertical shear exceeded 5 m s�1. More-
over, they found that flashes most often occurred in the
front half of the storm core, with a preference for the
right-front quadrant. This storm-motion effect was at-
tributed to the influence of asymmetric friction in the
tropical cyclone boundary layer.

The lightning detection efficiency of the NLDN is
sensitive to the distance of a lightning strike from the
network sensors; as the distance increases the detection

efficiency decreases sharply. As a result, previous re-
searchers using NLDN data limited their analysis of
lightning data to occasions when TCs centers were
within 400 km of at least two direction-finding (DF)
sensors (e.g., Molinari et al. 1994, 1999; Samsury and
Orville 1994).

Cecil and Zipser (1999) conducted a study of dozens
of TCs using lightning data provided by the Optical
Transient Detector (OTD). Cecil et al. (2002a,b) used
the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) sat-
ellite mounted Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) to study
261 TRMM satellite overpasses of 45 TCs. The OTD
and LIS instruments operate with a detection efficiency
of 60% and 90%, respectively, and detect flashes from
both intracloud lightning as well as cloud-to-ground
strikes. Cecil et al. (2002a,b) found a radial distribution
similar to MMI, in which there were lightning flash
density maxima in the eyewall and outer rainband re-
gions, with a distinct flash density minima located
within the inner rainband region. However, Cecil and
Zipser (1999) and Cecil et al. (2002a,b) found that the
ratio of flash densities between the eyewall and outer
rainband regions was closer to 1:1, not 1:2–6 as found by
MMI. They also found there to be a greater likelihood
of eyewall lightning in strong TCs, those with maximum
sustained wind speeds �49 m s�1. In addition, they
noted that the flash densities produced within the eye-
wall were at least an order of magnitude smaller than
those produced by continental thunderstorms.

Black and Hallett (1999) examined the electrification
and hydrometeor characteristics within Hurricane
Claudette (1991) and Hurricane Tina (1992) using an
array of field mills mounted on a WP-3D aircraft. As
the aircraft penetrated through the TCs, the field mill
array was able to measure the strength and the polarity
of the electric field at that particular flight level. Rela-
tively low flash densities observed within the eyewall of
mature hurricanes were consistent with the presence of
relatively weak electric fields measured within the eye-
wall. The strongest vertical electric fields within the
eyewall measured �17–24 kV m�1, which is approxi-
mately 3–5 times weaker than those measured in con-
tinental thunderstorms (Marshall and Rust 1991; Mar-
shall et al. 1995).

The peaks in the electric field within the eyewall
were collocated with the strongest updraft velocities
and highest supercooled water concentrations. Black
and Hallett (1999) concluded that the large amount of
ice produced within the eyewall of a mature hurricane
acts to nucleate and freeze much of the liquid water
content (LWC) that is present above the 0°C isotherm.
This process, along with relatively modest vertical ve-
locities, results in few supercooled water droplets
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within the eyewall, which—in conjunction with precipi-
tation ice particles—are needed for charge separation
within clouds (Ziv and Levin 1974; Takahashi 1978;
Beard and Ochs 1986; Saunders et al. 1991; Saunders
1995). Therefore, Black and Hallett (1999) suggest that
lightning outbreaks within the eyewall should be rare,
especially when compared to continental convection.
Observations of limited convective available potential
energy (CAPE) and enhanced vertical velocities in the
eyewall of mature hurricanes tend to support this no-
tion (Gray 1965; Jorgensen et al. 1985; Emanuel 1986;
Bogner et al. 2000).

In this study, data from the Long-Range Lightning
Detection Network (LLDN) are compared with con-
vective precipitation and precipitable ice derived from
aircraft radar and TRMM data in the eyewall regions of
two category 5 hurricanes. The overarching goal of this
work is to demonstrate the promise of continuous
LLDN data to remotely infer the evolution of the con-
vective structure of hurricane eyewalls.

2. Data and methods

The lightning data used in this study were obtained
from the archives of the LLDN operated by the Vaisala
Thunderstorm Group (Cummins et al. 1998, 1999;
Cramer and Cummins 1999; Demetriades and Holle
2005, 2006). First implemented in 1996, the LLDN ini-
tially included only the sensors in the U.S. NLDN (Or-
ville et al. 2002). In 1998, the coverage, detection effi-
ciency, and location accuracy were all improved with
the addition of sensor information from the Canadian
Lightning Detection Network (CLDN). At the time of
the two hurricanes used in this study (2005), the LLDN
comprised 187 sensors.

The LLDN detects very low-frequency (VLF) elec-
tromagnetic waves reflected from the ionosphere to de-
termine lightning strike locations. The range of the
LLDN data used in this study is an order of magnitude
greater than that of the NLDN data used in previous
hurricane studies, allowing for a more complete docu-
mentation of the lightning evolution in Hurricanes Rita
and Katrina. However, since the polarity of the signal is
reversed with each ionospheric reflection, it is not pos-
sible to determine the strike polarity with this method
of detection. The network is unreliable in a small region
just north of Cuba, where linear bands of false strikes
appear. These linear patterns, caused by the geometry
of the network in Florida, were also observed in previ-
ous lightning studies (see Molinari et al. 1994, 1999) and
are explained in more detail in MMI.

The detection efficiency of the LLDN data over the
Gulf of Mexico has been extensively evaluated using

data from LIS and NLDN. The detection efficiency of
the LLDN depends on the strike strength, its distance
from the network, and the time of day (K. Cummins
2006, personal communication) (Fig. 1). Strong strikes
(greater than 30-kA peak current) and strikes that are
close to the network are detected more efficiently. A
diurnal variation in detection efficiency is a result of the
VLF detection method and ionospheric propagation
conditions, with the detection efficiency being greater
during nighttime hours. Given the tracks of Hurricanes
Rita and Katrina, the detection efficiency values ranged
from approximately 75% to 95% (Fig. 1). This study
does not explicitly account for variations in detection
efficiency. In objective applications of lightning data,
such as data assimilation into numerical weather pre-
diction models, the variations in detection efficiency
need to be taken into account. For this purpose mod-
eled detection efficiency can be used. Although LIS
represents an independent remote sensing strategy for
detecting lightning, the short viewing window (�90 s)
over a particular region resulted in relatively little data
for the storms studied here and were not explicitly in-
cluded in this study.

Cramer and Cummins (1999) conducted a location

FIG. 1. Detection efficiency (%) for the Gulf of Mexico region
during (a) nighttime and (b) daytime. Hourly storm tracks for
both Hurricanes Rita and Katrina are displayed using hourly in-
terpolations of best-track 6-h data obtained from NHC. Storm
tracks during times of local day (night) are represented by the
bold black (gray) line segments.
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accuracy study within the NLDN, using both NLDN
and LLDN detection methods. They concluded that
median location accuracy of the LLDN detected strikes
is �5 km. The vertical sections of lightning bolts pro-
vide the strongest signal for the NLDN and LLDN to
detect. The orientation of the lowest few kilometers of
a strike is often vertical, whereas the higher portions of
the lightning channel may be more horizontal in orien-
tation. Therefore, the median lateral displacement of
each strike from its cloud origin is not exactly known,
but will likely fall within the radius of the median dis-
placement accuracy.

Lightning strike counts in this paper are normalized
per 100 km � 100 km or (100 km)�2 and referred to as
lightning strike density. Lightning density data were di-
vided hourly into 25-km annular rings beginning at the
storm center and continuing outward to 300 km. Fol-
lowing Molinari et al. (1994, 1999), the radial bins were
grouped into three regions, the eyewall (0–50 km), the
inner rainband (75–175 km), and the outer rainband
(r � 175 km).

The TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) is a passive
radiometer sensor that receives radiation in five wave-
lengths. Vertically polarized 85-GHz brightness tem-
peratures measured by the TMI are used in this study
and have an effective footprint of approximately 5 � 7
km (TRMM product 1B11). Also, the hydrometeor
profile product is used to estimate the horizontal and
vertical distribution of precipitation-sized ice (details
on algorithm 2A12 are available online at http://
disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov). The algorithm generates vertical
profiles of hydrometeors for 14 levels by combining
TMI brightness temperature data with dynamical cloud
models. For the vertically polarized 85-GHz channel
and the hydrometeor profiler, the scan width is 878 km
and the ground resolution is 5 km.

Passive microwave brightness temperatures at 85
GHz have been used in various studies to determine the
vertical development and related strength of convective
systems (e.g., Mohr et al. 1999; Cecil and Zipser 1999;
Nesbitt et al. 2000; Cecil et al. 2002a,b; Lee et al. 2002).
The 85-GHz channel brightness temperature is sensi-
tive to radiation scattering by submillimeter and larger-
sized precipitation ice particles. The brightness tem-
perature decreases with deeper vertical distribution, in-
creasing particle size, and increasing concentration of
these hydrometeors. Within the tropics the frequency
of lightning flashes for convective systems increases as
their respective 85-GHz temperatures decrease (Nes-
bitt et al. 2000; Cecil et al. 2002a,b).

The TMI hydrometeor profile product, which is
based in part on the Kummerow et al. (2001) Goddard

profiling algorithm (GPROF) algorithm, allows pre-
cipitation-sized ice concentrations (g m�3) to be esti-
mated at various vertical layers. A careful calibration of
the precipitation ice concentration (PIC) product is un-
available; therefore, comparisons and inferences based
on PIC values in this paper are qualitative in nature.

After examining all vertical levels above 5 km, it was
determined that level 12 (corresponding to an elevation
range of 8–10 km above sea level) showed the greatest
contrast between images taken during times of high
strike density and images taken with little or no light-
ning present. When comparing images from different
times, as well as comparing different areas within the
same image, stronger convection is associated with
greater PIC. Enhanced vertical velocities within the
area of active convection lift ice particles higher into
the atmosphere, consistent with the observation that
the greatest contrast occurs at level 12. Similar contrasts
were also seen at level 10 (5–6 km) and level 11 (6–8
km), however, they were less pronounced than those at
level 12. A study by Fiorino and Smith (2006) examined
the accuracy of the TRMM PIC product by comparing
TRMM-derived PIC values with in situ aircraft PIC
measurements and found that the level-12 TRMM PIC
product tended to underestimate actual values by
�20%. The lower-level values of TRMM-derived PIC
found in Hurricanes Rita and Katrina are similar to the
values derived from in situ radar data in the hurricane
studies by Black (1990) and Gamache et al. (1993).

The flight-level and radar data were collected by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) WP-3D aircraft during numerous flight mis-
sions through both hurricanes and were made available
for this study by the Hurricane Research Division
(HRD). The environmental variables used in this study
include aircraft location and vertical and horizontal
wind speed. These parameters are measured along the
aircraft flight path with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. Hori-
zontal and vertical reflectivity distributions were ob-
tained by the lower fuselage radar (5.59-cm wave-
length) and the tail-mounted radar (3.22-cm wave-
length). Analysis of the radar reflectivity data revealed
that there was a discrepancy in the strength of the radar
returns that point to a potential problem with radar
calibration or frequency drift (J. Gamache 2006, per-
sonal communication). Nevertheless, relative reflectiv-
ity values and patterns within individual scans can be
used to infer qualitative relationships.

The vertical reflectivity profiles used in this study are
storm-relative composite images that comprise �20–30
min of tail-mounted radar data gathered during radial
eyewall penetrations by the WP-3D aircraft. For all
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plan position indicator (PPI) images lightning strike
locations are overlaid throughout the entire image. In
deference to the increasing effects of attenuation and
inadequate beam filling at large range, a 70-km range
ring demarcating the nominal effective range of the
lower fuselage radar is added to each aircraft PPI radar
image (Marks 1985).

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel-
lite (GOES-12) satellite area files were obtained from
the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Infor-
mation Service (NESDIS). The files were processed
into standard 4-km resolution infrared images using
the Man computer Interactive Data Access System
(McIDAS-X) imaging software. Lightning data were
then overlaid onto the satellite images using the same
software.

3. Results

Hurricanes Rita and Katrina were two of the most
intense hurricanes in the historical record of Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico hurricanes, attaining minimum cen-
tral pressures of 895 and 902 mb, respectively (Knabb et
al. 2005, 2006). Rita and Katrina were also similar
storms in terms of genesis region, track, and mature
lifetime. Each hurricane produced eyewall lightning
outbreaks during the period of most rapid intensifica-
tion (RI), during eyewall replacement cycles (ER), and
during the time period that encompassed the maximum
intensity (MI) for each storm.

In this paper only the three best-sampled eyewall
lightning outbreaks are discussed; the RI and ER eye-
wall outbreaks in Hurricane Rita, and the MI eyewall
lightning outbreak that occurred in Hurricane Katrina.
Outbreaks lacking ancillary data from either the
NOAA P-3 aircraft or the TRMM satellite are not in-
cluded in this paper. For a detailed discussion encom-
passing all of the eyewall lightning outbreaks for each
storm please refer to Squires (2006).

a. Rita

The strike density of cloud-to-ground lightning pro-
duced within the eyewall of Hurricane Rita exceeds any
reported in previous studies using NLDN or LLDN in
the core region of a hurricane. Lightning data for Hur-
ricane Rita began at 0000 UTC 21 September and
ended just prior to landfall at 2300 UTC 23 September.
Data collected prior to 0000 UTC 21 September were
not included in this study, because of detection errors
associated with the geometry of the LLDN over Florida
(MMI).

The strike density maximum for Hurricane Rita was

contained within the eyewall region, not in the outer
rainband region (Fig. 2). The 0–25-km bin of Rita con-
tained a total of 5608 strikes (100 km)�2 over the 71-h
period, which is �7 times larger than any one of the
outer rainband bins. During the same period the eye-
wall region (0–50 km) of Hurricane Rita produced an
average of 986 strikes (100 km)�2 day�1 (Fig. 2). For
comparison, Hurricane Andrew (1991), the strongest
hurricane examined by Molinari et al. (1994), produced
only 54 strikes (100 km)�2 day�1 in the eyewall region
(0–40 km). In a global sense the flash densities pro-
duced by Hurricane Rita’s outbreaks are significant
when compared to lightning rates typical of deep tropi-
cal convection (Zipser and LeMone 1980; Zipser 1994);
however, they are modest when compared to land-
based convective storms, which sometimes contain
flash rates exceeding 100 flashes per minute, over areas
�(100 km)2 (Cecil et al. 2005; Zipser et al. 2006).

Three eyewall outbreaks occurred during the 71-h
period beginning at 0000 UTC 21 September 2005 (Fig.
3). The first outbreak reached a maximum at 1600 UTC
21 September, a period of rapid intensification (RI out-
break), during which the maximum sustained winds in-
creased 34 m s�1 in 24 h and the central pressure
dropped 68 mb in 22.5 h. A second outbreak occurred
at the end of the period of rapid intensification, be-
tween 2300 UTC 21 September and 0700 UTC 22 Sep-
tember, during the time Rita reached maximum inten-
sity (MI outbreak). A final outbreak at 1800 UTC on 22
September was much smaller than the first two both in
intensity and duration and was associated with an eye-
wall replacement cycle (ER outbreak). For the remain-

FIG. 2. Radial distribution of the total number of lightning
strikes for Hurricane Rita between 0000 UTC 21 Sep and 2300
UTC 23 Sep.
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der of this section we will discuss the RI and ER eye-
wall lightning outbreaks that were best sampled by air-
craft and TRMM instruments.

The RI outbreak contained the highest strike rate in
this study, producing a maximum hourly strike density
of 474 strikes (100 km)�2 h�1. The outbreak began at
1400 UTC, 10 h after the TC begun to rapidly intensify,
and lasted �5 h. The eye had begun contracting earlier
in the day (Knabb et al. 2005) and at the time of the RI
outbreak reduced to �40 km in diameter (Fig. 4).

Aircraft-measured reflectivity during the RI out-
break shows that the eye was completely enclosed by a
relatively axisymmetric wall of surrounding convection
(Fig. 4). However, reflectivity values varied slightly
around the eyewall, with the northwest and southeast
sides containing the highest reflectivity values. During
this outbreak lightning strikes were detected in every
region of the eyewall. However, strike density maxima
were located in the northwestern and southeastern re-
gions of the eyewall, and within �5-km radial distance
of higher reflectivity values.

Vertical reflectivity profiles from the tail radar at
various azimuths show a well-defined outward tilt of
the eyewall (Fig. 5). At this time Hurricane Rita dis-
played relatively deep convection for a mature hurri-

cane eyewall region, containing enhanced reflectivities
above the melting level, with a gradual decrease of re-
flectivity with height. As noted in section 2, intercom-
parison of reflectivity values from various flights sug-
gest that the values shown in Figs. 4 and 5 may be low
as a result of a potential problem with radar calibration
or frequency drift.

The absence of lightning outside of the eyewall re-
gion in the vertical reflectivity profiles is a feature Hur-
ricane Rita shares with previously studied TCs (Moli-
nari et al. 1994, 1999; Zipser and Lutz 1994). All of the
vertical reflectivity profiles contain a region 50–90 km
outward of the eyewall that is dominated by stratiform
reflectivity represented by a brightband signature with
reflectivity falling off quickly with height. This bright-
band layer outward of the eyewall is the result of frozen
particles falling and melting in the presence of weak
vertical updrafts (Szoke et al. 1986; Yuter and Houze
1995).

In contrast, flight-level updraft velocities in the eye-
wall are substantial, with maximum velocities measur-
ing �4.5 m s�1 for each eyewall penetration (Fig. 5).
The northern eyewall pass recorded the strongest eye-
wall updraft for any radial pass for either storm, with a
peak velocity of 16.5 m s�1. Within this updraft, vertical

FIG. 3. Time series containing the hourly cloud-to-ground strike density within 50 km of the
center of Hurricane Rita (blue line). Strike totals are normalized by the number of strikes in
(100 km)�2 h�1. The red line shows linear interpolations of the storm’s central pressure from
the NHC best-track 6-h data. Times when TRMM data (blue line) and aircraft data (green
shading) were available are indicated. Eyewall lightning outbreaks identified by labeled ar-
rows include RI, MI, and ER.
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velocities �7.5 m s�1 were observed over a distance of
2 km (Fig. 5d). This radial leg also contained the great-
est number of lightning strikes, with 16 strikes detected
in the range of 12–28 km from the center of Rita. These
updraft velocities are consistent with the strongest ver-
tical velocities reported by Jorgensen et al. (1985).

A TRMM satellite pass occurred just minutes prior
to the time of the detected maximum eyewall strike rate
(Fig. 6). More than 150 cloud-to-ground strikes were
detected within the eyewall region from 1520 to 1550
UTC. During the same time the entire eyewall con-
tained brightness temperatures �200 K, with �20% of
the pixels �150 K (Fig. 6a). Cecil et al. (2002a) found
that fewer than 15% of hurricanes contain 85-GHz tem-
peratures �150 K within the eyewall. The low bright-
ness temperatures observed in Rita are consistent with
the storm’s symmetric organization and deepening cen-
tral pressure during the time of the RI outbreak (�920
mb in Fig. 3).

A lower strike density in the western region of the
eyewall during this time coincided with slightly warmer
brightness temperatures in that area. However, during
this RI outbreak, no region of the eyewall was void of
detected lightning strikes when viewed for periods on
the order of �1 h.

PIC reached a maximum of �0.7 g m�3 in the eye-
wall, with values dropping quickly radially outward

(Figs. 5c and 6b). The maximum PIC occurred 4–5 km
outward of aircraft-measured maximum radar reflec-
tivity and vertical velocity (Fig. 5d). The outward dis-
placement of the reflectivity maximum may be attrib-
uted to advection and the outward tilt of the eyewall
with height. The eye is completely surrounded by
PIC � 0.6 g m�3 in the 8–10-km layer shown in Fig. 6b.
The highest PIC observed (�0.7 g m�3) is in the north-
eastern region of the eyewall and corresponds to an area
of enhanced strike density during the time of the image.

The next eyewall lightning outbreak in Hurricane
Rita for which both aircraft and TRMM data were
available was associated with an eyewall replacement
cycle (ER outbreak in Fig. 3). This lightning outbreak
continued from 1730 to 1930 UTC 22 September,
with a maximum hourly strike density of 36 strikes
(100 km)�2 h�1, and with nearly all of the lightning
being detected within the decaying inner eyewall and
not in the developing outer eyewall. The early stages of
the developing outer eyewall are seen in Fig. 7 as the
secondary band of low 85-GHz brightness temperatures
and maxima in PIC located �50–75 km from the center
of Hurricane Rita. The convectively active region of the
inner eyewall is associated with the minimum in bright-
ness temperature and maximum in PIC located �25 km
north of storm center. Although, Fig. 7 does not display
any lightning strikes within the 20-min window cen-

FIG. 4. NOAA WP-3D lower-fuselage radar reflectivity taken on 21 Sep at an altitude of 2700 m. The nominal effective range of the
lower-fuselage radar is shown as a range ring at 70 km (white circle). Superimposed onto each image is �10 min of lightning data (black
circles) centered on the time of the image. The white radial lines indicate the approximate locations of cross sections in Figs. 5b,d.
Reflectivity at (a) 1523 and (b) 1602 UTC.
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FIG. 5. Vertical reflectivity profile composites created by the NOAA WP-3D aircraft tail
radar on 21 Sep, aircraft altitude ranges from 2600 to 2800 m. Overlaid onto each cross section
is flight-level vertical velocity measured along the corresponding flight path (solid line) and
lightning strike locations (red bars) during the time of the radial section: (a) 90° azimuth,
1506–1517 UTC; (b) 270° azimuth, 1517–1535 UTC; (c) 170° azimuth, 1550–1602 UTC; and (d)
0° azimuth, 1602–1617 UTC. Radial distribution of level 12 (8–10 km) PIC values (dashed
line) obtained at 1540 UTC 21 Sep fromTRMM data overlaid on (c) and (d).
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tered on the time of the TRMM image, lightning strikes
were detected in the inner eyewall region just north of
Rita’s center 30 min after the time of the image.

The outer eyewall gradually contracted on 22 Sep-
tember to form a ring of high radar reflectivity approxi-
mately 40–50 km from the center of Hurricane Rita
(Figs. 8 and 9). During the time period 1730–1930 UTC,

the inner eyewall strike density rose to 36 strikes (100
km)�2 h�1. A large majority of detected strikes was
within the northern region of the inner eyewall (Fig. 8).
At this time, the reflectivity measured by aircraft radar
within the northwestern half of the inner eyewall was
relatively intense. This area of convection lasted for
�5 h, and remained present in the final aircraft eyewall

FIG. 6. TRMM data collected as the satellite passed over the center of Hurricane Rita at 1540 UTC, lightning strike locations (5-km
circles are indicative of location accuracy) from 1530 to 1550 UTC 21 Sep: (a) 85-GHz TMI image with lightning (white circles) and
(b) level 12 (8–10 km) PIC image with lightning (black circles).

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but with TRMM data for 1442 UTC 22 Sep. No cloud-to-ground
lightning was detected �20 min from the time of the image: (a) 85-GHz TMI and (b) level 12
(8–10 km) PIC.
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penetration at 2200 UTC 22 September. Both radial
passes in Fig. 9 contain inner eyewall reflectivity values
exceeding 30 dBZ into the mixed phase region. The
northern eyewall pass shows 35-dBZ reflectivity above
7 km, and a maximum reflectivity value �40 dBZ
around 2 km (Fig. 9b).

Although the ER lightning outbreak appeared to be
associated with deeper convection than that sampled
during the RI outbreak, the 1-h peak strike rate pro-
duced by this outbreak was only 8% of that produced

by the rapid intensification outbreak. However, it is
suggested that this discrepancy may be, in part, the re-
sult of a problem with the calibration of the radar as
discussed in section 2.

It may also be argued that advection by the storm’s
wind circulation away from areas of active convection,
which are quasi-stationary relative to the storm cen-
ter, acts to dilute charge. The tangential wind speed at
PIC level 12 (8–10 km) in the eyewall (approximately
25–30 km from storm center) is �50 m s�1 (Fig. 10).

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 4, but for reflectivity for (a) 1720 UTC 22 Sep at an altitude of 2100 m, (b) 1751 UTC 22 Sep at an altitude
of 2300 m, (c) 1806 UTC 22 Sep at an altitude of 1600 m, and (d) 1912 UTC 22 Sep at an altitude of 2300 m. The white radial lines in
(a) and (c) indicate the approximate locations of cross sections in Figs. 9a,b.
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FIG. 10. A vertical cross section of the tangential wind through the northwest eyewall at �0°.
The image is a composite made with data from the aircraft tail radar for the period 1807–1818
UTC 22 Sep.

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 5, but with aircraft altitudes ranging from 1600 to 2200 m: (a) 270°
azimuth, 1720–1735 UTC 22 Sep and (b) 0° azimuth, 1807–1818 UTC 22 Sep.
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Given that the diameter of the inner eyewall at this
time was �45 km, ice particles advected upward to a
height of 8–10 km would be displaced 180° cyclonically
around the eyewall from a stationary convective source
in only �24 min. Through the next 6 h, the inner eye-
wall completely decayed and the outer eyewall con-
tracted to form a new primary eyewall.

b. Katrina

Lightning data for Hurricane Katrina include the pe-
riod 0000 UTC 27 August–0900 UTC 29 August. Data

collected prior to 0000 UTC 27 August were not in-
cluded in this study, because of detection errors asso-
ciated with the geometry of the LLDN over Florida
(MMI). Hurricane Katrina, like Rita, contained an un-
usually large amount of eyewall lightning (Fig. 11). The
maximum in storm-total strike density was detected in
the 0–25-km radial bin, containing 2973 strikes (100
km)�2 during the 57-h period. The eyewall region (0–50
km) of Hurricane Katrina produced a total of 1684
strikes (100 km)�2 over the same period, which equates
to a strike density of 709 strikes (100 km)�2 day�1.
Similar to Rita, a minimum in strike density occurred
within the inner rainband region, with a secondary
maximum in the outer rainband region (Fig. 11).

Hurricane Katrina produced several eyewall light-
ning outbreaks that showed similarities with those in
observed Hurricane Rita. Like Rita, Hurricane Katrina
produced an eyewall lightning outbreak in the middle
of a period of RI, with eyewall flash density reaching a
sharp maximum at 0300 UTC 27 August (Fig. 12). Simi-
lar to Rita, Katrina’s eyewall contained intermittent
lightning outbreaks during an ER cycle, with variable
lightning densities observed from 1700 UTC 27 August
to 0000 UTC 28 August. Finally, Katrina also produced
an eyewall lightning outbreak during the time when MI
was reached, between 1300 and 2200 UTC 28 August.

The remainder of this section will document the well-
sampled MI eyewall outbreak. Detailed analyses of
Katrina’s RI and ER lightning outbreaks can be found

FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 2, but for Hurricane Katrina between
0000 UTC 27 Aug and 0900 UTC 29 Aug.

FIG. 12. Same as in Fig. 3, but for Hurricane Katrina.
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in Squires (2006). Hurricane Katrina attained maxi-
mum intensity at 1800 UTC 28 September, with esti-
mated minimum central pressure of 902 mb and maxi-
mum sustained surface winds of 77 m s�1 (Knabb et al.
2005). The MI eyewall outbreak started at 1300 UTC 28
August and continued for approximately 9 h, reaching
a maximum strike density of 128 strikes (100 km)�2 h�1

at 1800 UTC (Fig. 12). This outbreak was quite sym-

metric, with strikes detected in every azimuth of the
eyewall (Fig. 13).

Figure 13a shows a relatively symmetric reflectivity
pattern in the eyewall, with slightly higher reflectivities
observed in southeastern and northern region of the
eyewall at 1752 UTC 28 August. These regions also
contained higher strike densities. The asymmetry in the
pattern of active convection and strike density re-

FIG. 13. Same as in Fig. 4, but for Hurricane Katrina on 28
Aug while the aircraft was near the storm center at an altitude
of �2300 m. The white radial lines indicate approximate loca-
tions of cross sections in Figs. 15a,c,d: (a) 1752, (b) 2036, and
(c) 2324 UTC.
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mained relatively stationary with respect to the storm
center for the remainder of this outbreak, with the
overall strike density maximum remaining in the south-
eastern region of the eyewall as the outbreak came to
an end (Figs. 13b,c).

Vertical reflectivity profiles show that northeast and
southwest regions of the eyewall contained maximum
reflectivities below the freezing level (�5 km), with 25
dBZ observed into the mixed phase region (Figs.
14a,b). These two azimuths both contain relatively little
lightning during the time of the pass, with lightning
detected cyclonically downwind of each. The airplane
pass through the northwest region of the eyewall re-
corded reflectivities that decrease rapidly with height
above the melting level, which is characteristic of weak
convection (Fig. 14c). This radial pass also contains the
least amount of lightning when compared to the other
passes through the eyewall. Downwind of the north-
west eyewall pass, the western and southwestern re-
gions of the eyewall contain the least lightning during
the outbreak.

The deepest convection measured within the eyewall
during this outbreak period was in the 180° azimuth
(Fig. 14d). This radial pass was flown approximately 5 h
after maximum intensity was reached, at the time when
Katrina had begun to weaken. Reflectivities of 30 dBZ
were measured above 8 km, with 20 dBZ extending to
�11 km. The flight level updraft for this part of the
eyewall contained positive vertical velocities continu-
ously for 15 km along the flight path. The peak values
of PIC for the 180° cross section was �0.6 g m�3 (Fig.
14d), and this azimuth also contains the greatest strike
density.

On short time and spatial scales there can be uncer-
tainties in the relationship between lightning strike den-
sity and PIC/brightness temperatures. For example, it is
not clear from the lightning strike locations in Figs.
15a,b how well they coincide with lowest brightness
temperatures and highest PIC values. This image con-
tains lightning from 2102 to 2142 UTC, during which
time there was a brief reduction in eyewall strike den-
sity just before a last local maximum was reached at
2300 UTC (Fig. 12). However, these two images do
correlate well with the spatial distribution of strike den-
sity that was present for most of the 9-h outbreak (Figs.
13 and 15). The lowest 85-GHz brightness temperatures
were located in the southeastern and northern regions
of the eyewall, with the western eyewall region void of
temperatures �225 K (Fig. 15a). The PIC values are
also highest in the southeastern and northern regions of
the eyewall, with both of these eyewall regions contain-
ing TRMM pixel values �0.73 g m�3, while the western
region contained very little lightning during the 9-h pe-

riod, values �0.4 g m�3 (Fig. 15b). The IR satellite
image in Fig. 15c is centered nearer to a peak in light-
ning activity during the MI outbreak, and provides a
better overview of the distribution of the lightning rela-
tive to the location of the eye during the overall period
represented in Fig. 15.

4. Discussion

The use of the LLDN lightning data in this study
allowed continuous monitoring of Hurricanes Rita and
Katrina, and did not require the implementation of a
coastal proximity restriction used in Molinari et al.
(1994, 1999). Because of the falloff in the lightning de-
tection efficiency intrinsic to the NLDN data, MMI was
forced to limit the analysis of lightning data in tropical
cyclones to times when their centers were within 400
km of at least two direction-finding sensors.

Contrary to the results presented in MMI, eyewall
lightning represented a dominant contribution to the
lightning distribution in Hurricanes Rita and Katrina.
Eyewall cloud-to-ground strikes were present more of-
ten then not during both hurricanes. When Molinari’s
coastal restriction is applied to the data for Rita and
Katrina, the percent of hourly eyewall lightning obser-
vations decreases dramatically for Rita, while it re-
mains nearly unchanged for Katrina (Table 1).

The length of lightning outbreaks also changed sig-
nificantly with the implementation of Molinari’s near-
coast limit (Table 1). The longest continuous eyewall
lightning episode (defined as at least one detected light-
ning strike in each hourly period) in the four strongest
hurricanes documented by MMI was 5 h in duration. In
contrast, the longest eyewall lightning episodes for
Hurricanes Rita and Katrina lasted for 31 and 22 h,
respectively. Implementing a coastal restriction reduces
these durations down to 12 h for Katrina, and only 4 h
for Rita. These differences underscore the value of the
LLDN data stream for remotely observing lightning in
tropical storms.

a. Implications of lightning morphology

Hurricanes Rita and Katrina both contained nearly
symmetric eyewall lightning outbreaks during the pe-
riod when maximum intensity was reached. The eye
diameter for both Hurricanes Rita and Katrina had
reached a minimum during the time of maximum in-
tensity, and radar and TRMM data showed evidence of
symmetric, enhanced convection. Aircraft flight-level
data show that vertical motion associated with the con-
vection was also enhanced, thus promoting elevated
rates of charge separation within the eyewall. The re-
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FIG. 14. Same as in Fig. 5, but for Hurricane Katrina on 28 Aug. Radial passes were made
at aircraft altitudes ranging from 2400 to 2600 m: (a) 45° azimuth, 1725–1755 UTC; (b) 225°
azimuth, 1755–1818 UTC; (c) 315° azimuth, 1923–1946 UTC; and (d) 180° azimuth, 2231–2253
UTC. Radial distribution of level 12 PIC (dashed line) obtained from the 2122 UTC 28 Aug
TRMM image overlaid on (c) and (d).
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sulting strong symmetric electric field would be less
prone to dissipation by wind shear and mixing preva-
lent in mature hurricanes (Black and Hallett 1999). The
eyewall of Hurricane Katrina also displayed eyewall
structure that was at its most vertical during the time
minimum eye diameter was reached. The more vertical
slope of the eyewall updraft would act to decrease the
outward horizontal dilution of charged particles, result-

ing in greater charge densities within the eyewall and a
stronger cloud-to-ground electric dipole (Black and
Hallett 1999). The symmetric character of the charge
separation process and more vertical orientation of the
convection allows the eyewall to sustain strong electric
fields for extended periods of time and to produce the
observed enhanced strike densities (Fig. 16a).

In contrast, lower-than-expected strike densities can

FIG. 15. (a), (b) Same as in Fig. 6, but for Hurricane Katrina
at 2122 UTC 28 Aug. Each TRMM image is overlaid with
lightning strike locations from 2102 to 2142 UTC: (a) 85-GHz
TMI image with lightning (white circles), (b) layer 12 (8–10
km) precipitation ice content image with lightning (black
circles), (c) GOES-12 infrared satellite image taken of Hurri-
cane Katrina at 2045 UTC 28 Aug; overlaid onto the image are
lightning strike locations (red dots) from 2000 to 2100 UTC.
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accompany deep eyewall convection, if that convection
is asymmetric about the eyewall, as observed in mature
Hurricane Rita (i.e., Figs. 8 and 9). The large vertical
shear of the horizontal winds within the eyewall of ma-
ture hurricanes can cause locally enhanced charge sepa-
ration created by intense asymmetric convection to be
advected away or mixed out. This differential horizon-
tal advection would cause a rapid reduction in electric
field strength and diminish cloud-to-ground strike den-
sity (Fig. 16b).

The duration of the eyewall lightning outbreaks can
also be affected by the amount of precipitation-sized ice
created within the eyewall. The RI eyewall lightning
outbreaks that occurred during each storm had very
similar strike density evolutions. The strike density in-
creased (decreased) rapidly before (after) reaching the
maximum strike density for the respective eyewall
lightning outbreak. It is suggested that while the large
amounts of charge separation occurred, enhanced
amounts of precipitation-sized ice and cloud ice were
being produced and supported by unusually robust up-
drafts within the eyewall during the beginning half of
the lightning outbreak. These enhanced amounts of ice,
either in terms of greater concentrations or larger par-
ticles, were then distributed and recycled throughout
the eyewall, which would cause the nucleation and
evaporation of much of the supercooled water present
within the eyewall cloud. The reduction in supercooled
water concentration would lead to a sharp reduction in
the rate of charge separation and a resultant rapid de-
crease in strike density within the eyewall.

For each hurricane, the MI eyewall lightning out-
breaks had a lower strike density than that of the RI
lightning outbreaks, however the MI outbreaks were
longer lived (�8 h). If, as the observations suggest, the
updrafts and resultant charge separation within the eye-
wall are weaker during MI outbreaks than during the
RI outbreaks, MI outbreaks should result in less charge
separation and lower eyewall strike density. However,

during maximum intensity it is suggested that enhanced
updrafts are sustained for longer periods of time, thus
supporting an enhanced charge separation process and
enhanced strike density within the eyewall for an ex-
tended period of time.

Possible explanations for enhanced convection have
been proposed by other studies. Black et al. (1994) have
shown that appreciable slantwise convective available
potential energy (SCAPE) within the eyewall of a ma-
ture hurricane can result in updrafts of �20 m s�1 and
enhanced convection that is symmetric about the eye. If
total upward mass flux within the eyewall remained
constant throughout the contraction period of the eye,
the upward mass flux per unit area and vertical veloc-
ities would have to increase. A recent study has also
suggested the possibility that high-�e air contained
within the eye can mix into the eyewall and cause buoy-
antly driven updrafts (Persing and Montgomery 2003).

b. Applications of LLDN lightning data to
hurricanes

The possibility of using ground-based lightning de-
tection to forecast intensity and structure change in
hurricanes has been proposed in previous studies (Mo-
linari et al. 1994, 1999; Samsury and Orville 1994). The
results of this paper provide additional evidence that
changes in eyewall lightning morphology reflect
changes in convective structure within the eyewall, and
this evolution can be continuously monitored with the
LLDN. For example, it is possible to infer that an eye-
wall contraction took place as Hurricane Rita under-
went rapid intensification by examining the time series
of the radial distribution of lightning strike density. A
graphic product that displays changes in strike counts in
radially distributed bins can be easily constructed as an
aid to forecasters.

Although, the mechanisms for charge separation are
broadly understood, representing the details of cloud
dynamics and microphysics associated with eyewall

TABLE 1. Comparison of the results reported by Molinari et al. (1994, 1999) and the results of this study. Eyewall flashes from
Molinari et al. (1994) are for Hurricane Andrew (1991), the most intense storm they sampled, and the eyewall region used in that study
was 0–40 km from the storm center. The percent of eyewall lightning is the percent of the total hourly observations that contained at
least one eyewall flash. The longest duration of continuous eyewall lightning is the number of consecutive hours during which at least
one eyewall strike was detected. The result in MMI for the percentage of eyewall lightning is an average taken from the total number
of hourly observations for the four strongest storms examined. The longest duration of eyewall lightning is the maximum value recorded
for the four strongest storms examined, and the eyewall region used was 0–60 km. For Hurricanes Rita and Katrina the eyewall region
was defined as 0–50 km. The columns labeled Rita and Katrina show results that include all the lightning data, whereas the last two
columns show results that only include lightning data while these storms were within 400 km from the coast.

Molinari Rita Katrina Rita (400 km) Katrina (400 km)

Eyewall flashes (10�4 km�2 day�1) 54 (Andrew 1991) 986 709 145 849
Percentage of eyewall lightning 7% 70% 82% 45% 81%
Longest duration of continuous eyewall lightning 5 h 31 h 22 h 4 h 12 h
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lightning outbreaks in numerical models is an emerging
field (e.g., Helsdon et al. 2001; Fierro et al. 2007). The
LLDN provides a rich data source of lightning for nu-
merical modelers to validate their results.

The most vigorous eyewall lightning outbreaks in
both storms analyzed here occurred after the intensifi-
cation period began (RI outbreaks), and thus provided
no warning that the storm would intensify. However,
RI outbreaks may signal that the storm will continue to
deepen. The MI outbreaks began approximately 4–5 h

before maximum intensity was reached, a phenomenon
also documented in MMI. Thus, the occurrence of MI
outbreaks may provide forecasters with additional evi-
dence, which can be used in the context of all other
available information, to help determine if a storm has
passed maximum intensity and is beginning to fill.
However, more research is needed to establish when
and if the patterns seen in the storms studied here can
be generalized to other tropical cyclones.

Recently investigators have capitalized on the corre-
lation between convective rainfall and lightning rates to
improve numerical forecasts of storms through various
approaches to assimilating lightning data (Alexander et
al. 1999; Chang et al. 2001; Papadopoulos et al. 2005;
Pessi et al. 2005). Similar correlations have been found
between lightning rates and precipitable ice, which may
be less sensitive to the character of the air mass (Wil-
liams et al. 1992; Toracinta et al. 2002). Therefore, the
opportunity exists to assimilate LLDN data over data-
sparse regions to influence the distribution of convec-
tion at the core of modeled tropical storms.

5. Summary and conclusions

Data collected by the Long-Range Lightning Detec-
tion Network (LLDN), TRMM satellite, and reconnais-
sance aircraft have been used to investigate the mor-
phology of lightning outbreaks in the eyewalls of Hur-
ricanes Rita (2005) and Katrina (2005). The LLDN is
one of few observing systems, outside of geostationary
satellites, which provide continuous real-time data
throughout a synoptic-scale coverage area over the
open ocean.

The morphology of the lightning outbreaks in Rita
and Katrina showed many similarities. However, the
nature of lightning outbreaks in other tropical storms
may vary, depending on the storm’s environment and
strength. Therefore, any conclusions based on the spe-
cific observations of eyewall outbreaks documented in
this paper must be seen as tentative until additional
investigations can provide a more complete view of the
variety of lightning signatures in tropical cyclones. Nev-
ertheless, the correspondence of the lightning out-
breaks with observed cores of enhanced reflectivity and
high precipitable ice concentrations, shows that the
LLDN data stream holds promise for future quantita-
tive applications to diagnose and predict hurricane con-
vective structure and evolution.

Both Hurricanes Rita and Katrina produced their
greatest hourly eyewall strike density during their re-
spective periods of rapid intensification. However, the
morphology of these two RI outbreaks and their asso-
ciated convective structures proved to be different.

FIG. 16. Conceptual schematic showing radar reflectivity (30
dBZ yellow and 20 dBZ green), charge distribution [positive (�)
and negative (�) charges], freezing level, and wind vectors. Ver-
tical cross sections of (a) an eyewall that produces a significant
number of lightning strikes and (b) one that produces few or no
lightning strikes.
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Hurricane Rita’s eyewall outbreak lasted �3 h, and was
quasisymmetric about the eye, with cloud-to-ground
lightning strikes detected in every azimuthal section of
the eyewall. In contrast, Hurricane Katrina’s outbreak
lasted �20 min, with the large majority of the eyewall
strikes detected in the southeastern region of the eye-
wall (Squires 2006).

One of the most intriguing results of the LLDN light-
ning analysis is that Hurricanes Rita and Katrina both
produced long-lived eyewall outbreaks centered
around the time when maximum intensity was reached.
The MI eyewall strike densities were comparable, with
hourly strike densities between 140 and 175 strikes
(100 km)�2 for each storm. Hurricane Katrina’s MI
eyewall outbreak reached a maximum within the same
hour as minimum central pressure was reached as esti-
mated by the NHC. While the eyewall of Hurricane
Katrina was completely enclosed and circular, eyewall
strike density values were not quite symmetric about
the eye, showing higher values in the northern and
southeast regions of the eyewall.

During eyewall replacement cycles, the eyewall re-
gion produced brief periods of cloud-to-ground light-
ning in both storms. Hurricane Rita produced one ER
outbreak that lasted less than 2 h, whereas Katrina pro-
duced multiple subhourly ER eyewall outbreaks. The
hourly strike density of ER outbreaks in both storms
was �50 strikes (100 km)�2 h�1. Aircraft radar data
showed that the ER lightning outbreaks in both storms
were produced by the decaying inner eyewall, and not
by the developing outer eyewall.

Aircraft radar reflectivity data showed the best spa-
tial correlation with lightning strikes. When areas of
high strike density within the eyewall were detected
they were consistently collocated with areas of high re-
flectivity. The strength and vertical development of
convection were also correlated with high strike den-
sity. In particular, areas of eyewall convection that ex-
hibited 30-dBZ reflectivities at higher altitudes (i.e., �7
km), along with reflectivity values that decreased
slowly with height above the freezing level contained
greater lightning strike densities.

The TRMM 85-GHz and PIC products both dis-
played spatial and temporal correspondence with the
eyewall lightning. Low 85-GHz brightness tempera-
tures and high PIC were not always indicative of the
presence of eyewall lightning; however, when signifi-
cant amounts of eyewall lightning were detected, low
brightness temperatures and high PIC were always re-
corded within close proximity of the strikes. Moreover,
the differences in location were consistent with advec-
tive processes.

Consistent with the great intensity of these two hur-

ricanes, the 85-GHz brightness temperatures within
their eyewalls (�150 K) were historically low when
compared to the previous investigations. Cecil et al.
(2002a) conducted a frequency study of 261 TRMM
overpasses of mature hurricanes and found that less
than 15% of mature hurricane eyewalls contain 85-GHz
brightness temperatures less than150 K.

Maximum vertical velocities observed in flight-level
data in the eyewalls of Rita and Katrina varied from 3
to 16.5 m s�1. The single highest vertical velocity (16.5
m s�1) was measured during the time of the highest
eyewall strike density; however, a more general corre-
lation was not found. It is suggested that the lack of a
consistent correlation is the result of limited sampling
in rapidly evolving convection and the healthy tendency
for reconnaissance pilots to avoid convective cores.

In summary, the results of an in-depth analysis of
lightning outbreaks in the eyewall of two category 5
hurricanes described in this paper show promise for the
use of continuous LLDN data to remotely infer the
temporal evolution of hurricane convective core struc-
ture. It is the hope of the authors that this paper will
spur interest in the application of LLDN data to the
challenges presented by tropical cyclones.
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